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A practical problem:
Protecting a strategic
fresh-water resource

5 scientific consultants
addressed same
question:
“which parts of this area
are most vulnerable to
nitrate pollution and
need to be protected?”

(Refsgaard, Van der Sluijs et al,
2006)
http://cxdd.broceliande.kerbabel.fr/?q=node/388/194
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3 understandings of uncertainty
'deficit view'
• Uncertainty is provisional
• Reduce uncertainty, make ever more complex models
• Tools: quantification, Monte Carlo, Bayesian belief networks

'evidence evaluation view'
• Comparative evaluations of research results
• Tools: Scientific consensus building; multi disciplinary expert panels
• focus on robust findings

'complex systems view / post-normal view'
•
•
•
•

Uncertainty is intrinsic to complex systems
Uncertainty can be result of production of knowledge
Acknowledge that not all uncertainties can be quantified
Openly deal with deeper dimensions of uncertainty

(problem framing indeterminacy, ignorance, assumptions, value loadings,
institutional dimensions)

• Tools: Knowledge Quality Assessment
• Working deliberatively within imperfections
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Former chairman IPCC on objective to
reduce climate uncertainties:
• "We cannot be certain that this can be

achieved easily and we do know it will take
time. Since a fundamentally chaotic climate
system is predictable only to a certain degree,
our research achievements will always remain
uncertain. Exploring the significance and
characteristics of this uncertainty is a
fundamental challenge to the scientific
community." (Bolin, 1994)
[Prof. Bert Bolin, 15 March 1925 – 30 December 2007]
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How to act upon such uncertainty?
• Bayesian approach: 5 priors. Average and
update likelihood of each grid-cell being red with
data (but oooops, there is no data and we need
decisions now)
• IPCC approach: Lock the 5 consultants up in a
room and don’t release them before they have
consensus
• Nihilist approach: Dump the science and decide
on an other basis
• Precautionary robustness approach: protect all
grid-cells
• Academic bureaucrat approach: Weigh by
citation index (or H-index) of consultant.
• Select the consultant that you trust most
• Real life approach: Select the consultant that
best fits your policy agenda
• Post normal: explore the relevance of our
ignorance: working deliberatively within
imperfections
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How does science-policy interface
cope with uncertainties
Two strategies dominate:
• Overselling certainty to promote political decisions
(enforced consensus), or
• Overemphasising uncertainty to prevent political
action
• Both promote decision strategies that are not fit for
meeting the challenges posed by the uncertainties
and complexities faced.
• Need for a third voice next to alarmists and skeptics:
PNS is crucial to cope with uncertainty, scientific dissent
& plurality in science for policy.
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